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Canfield Connector's virtually indestructible, fully molded connectors

These molded connectors feature optional indicator lights
and custom wire lengths to fit your needs. Whether you
need a DIN style or a Deutsch style connector, our all-in-
one molded connector assemblies are proven to work in
the harshest of environments with IP67 ratings, providing
resistance towards dust, vibration, shock, and moisture.

We know failure is not an option so let Canfield Connector
provide you with the solution, so you can get back to
focusing on what’s important. Consult us for CSA and UL
versions.
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From Dovetail to T-Slot, we've got the
sensor solution to fit your needs!

Canfield Connector's line of magnetic proximity sensors are engineered to fit
various extruded actuators.

These switches are available in many configurations including Reed,
Electronic, and Hall Effect sensing.

Canfield's Sensors are quickly and effortlessly installed into any application
and using open wire lead or an 8mm quick connection.

These compact, durable products are designed to IP67 / NEMA 6 standards.

Our Sensors / Groove Cross Reference Chart can help you find the right fit!

Click to see more...
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Connect with Performance!
Canfield Connector's CanGrip feed through connectors have an integrated
wire strain relief and sealing mechanism made from rugged, engineered
materials which are impervious to dust and moisture. 

Our strain relief wire connectors have many uses including the ability to
insulate and seal control cabinets from water and dust ingress where wires and
tubing enter the cabinet.

Click to see more...

Flow Products is your local authorized distributor and application specialist for all your hydraulic and
pneumatic product and control system needs.  Call us for additional information, technical training

requirements and product application reviews.
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